
 

Reliability by Design

CoverPro 3000 Professional

Your Next 
Step in 
Finishing.



Whether you are using one, 
two, or all three needles, 
quickly drop the built-in needle 
threader into place to thread 
the needle and you are ready 
to begin sewing! 

3-Position Needle Threader

An industry first! The built-in stitch 
guide easily swings into place, 
providing you with a triple or 
double Top Cover Stitch, that 
will bring your finishes to the 
professional level.

Built-in Top Cover Stitch Guide

Equipped with a main shaft 
that uses ball bearings, there 
is even less vibration for a 
reliable machine that will 
last for years. You’ll have 
the power and torque 
you need to sew through 
heavier weight fabrics. 

Smooth and Stable

In addition to two bright 
LED lights over the needle 
and bed of the machine, the 
CoverPro 3000P has the 
added bonus of a retractable 
LED light over the sewing 
area. This greater visibility 
feature means easy to see 
sewing at it’s best!

Lights, Lights, Lights!

If you don’t like playing with tension, then 
you’ll LOVE this feature! The Tension Level 
Control (TLC) has been enhanced by the new 
Fine Mode Switching Mechanism. Switching 
from heavy to sheer knits and fabrics only 
takes the swish of a lever, changing the timing 
and the stroke range of the take up lever, 
which softens the needle thread tension. 
Say goodbye to puckering on sheer fabrics!

Enhanced Tension Level Control

Finishing the end of your 
top stitch cover hem is 
easy and fast. As you sew 
off the end of the fabric, 
the machine will continue 
to chain stitch. Ending 
your hem seams is now 
quicker than ever!

Thread Chain Off



Chain Stitch

Two-Thread Cover 
Stitch Narrow

Two-Thread Cover 
Stitch Wide

Three-Thread 
Cover Stitch

Two Needle
Top Cover Stitch

Three Needle
Top Cover Stitch

No one will believe that you made it, but that’s OK because you know you 
did! Whether it’s basic knitwear, lingerie, dancewear or swimsuits, the 
CoverPro 3000P will provide you with the results that take your sewing 
from homemade to runway worthy. So, go ahead, strut your stuff and show 
off your creations! Join our community at: #janome, #janomemakes, or 
tag us @janomeamerica

What Will a Cover Stitch Machine Do?

The 3000P is a three-needle, 
five-thread model. Enjoy 

these useful stitches:

Whether a passionate hobbyist or professional sewist, you’re always looking 
for the next step in perfecting your craft. The CoverPro 300P is the natural 
progression of this and complements your sewing machine and serger. 
Enjoy professional results with your hemlines, utilizing double and triple 
needle cover stitches, as well as chain stitching that can be utilitarian or 
decorative depending upon your desired application, all while 
benefitting from the ease-of-use that you have 
come to expect from a Janome.

Beautiful bindings, 
pristine hems, and 
casings with elastic 
bands (all in one pass) 
are done quickly and 
efficiently with the 
CoverPro 3000P. 
That’s why it’s the 
perfect addition to 
your sewing room.

Built on a foundation of trust, 
confidence, pride, and ever- 
lasting love.

BEST FRIENDS:
Cut from the same cloth

COVERPRO 3000 PROFESSIONAL

AIRTHREAD 2000D
PROFESSIONAL

ACCESSORIZE
Learn more about optional accessories 
that are designed to help you get the 
most out of cover stitch applications. 
Go to, www.janome.com/products/
accessories/ and then select 
the “CoverPro” from the Filter 
By Accessories menu. 

Credit: Dress is 
Simplicity Pattern #9261
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*Fine mode switching mechanism complements the Tension Level Control (TLC) function.

Needles/Threads 3 Needle/5 Thread 3  Needle/4 Thread 3  Needle/4 Thread

Chain Stitch X X X

3mm Double Needle  
Cover Stitch

X X X

6mm Triple Needle Cover Stitch X X X

Wide 6mm Double Needle  
Cover Stitch

X X X

3mm/6mm Top Cover Stitch X --- ---

Thread Chain Off X --- ---

Tension Level Control (TLC) X - Enhanced* X X - Seam Tightening System

LED Lamp
      Retractable Type 

                       Built-In Type

1 

2

--- 

1

--- 

1

Main Shaft Bearing Ball-Bearing Metal Bushing Metal Bushing

Top Cover Stitch Function Built-In Guide --- ---

Built-In Needle Threader X --- ---

Thread Cutter X X X

Fine Mode Switching Mechanism* X --- ---

Free Arm Configuration X X X

Thread Guide Type Slide-In Slide-In Closed-Loop

Vertical Needle Drop X X X

Stitch Length 1mm-4mm X X X

Differential Feed Ratio 0.5-2.25 X X X

Color Coded Threading X X X

Quick Reference Chart X X X

25-Year Limited Warranty X X X


